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Name: Nerfertiti
Type: 90-709

		

Year: 2010
Lying: Badalona, Spain		
Asking Price: € 4,600,000 - Vat Paid
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Name: Nefertiti

Type: 90-709

Year: 2010

Lying: Badalona, Spain		

Length: 			27.71m 				90’91”
Length of Waterline:		24.55m				80’54”
Beam:				6.46m					21’19”
Draft:				4.40m					14’44”
Displacement:		58,800kg				129,600lbs
Ballast:			18,350kg				40,500lbs
Construction Material:

GRP

Engine:			

Perkins Sabre 165 kW, 221 Hp

Tanks:				Fuel 2000Lt				 Water 1,000Lt
Electrical System:		
Designer:			Germán Frers
Mast & Boom:		

Carbon (TBC)

Delivered:			2010
Flag:				Cayman Islands
Hull Colour:			

Majestic blue

Asking Price: €4,600,000 Vat Paid

NERFERTITI

Comments / Specifictaion

Nefertiti was built in GRP by Nautor’s Swan to a design by German Frers and was delivered in 2010 as a Swan 90.
The level of comfort and luxury due to the guest-optimised and beautifully proportioned layout does not compromise sailing performance. Nefertiti races on both
the Med. and Caribbean circuits and has made numerous trans-Atlantic crossings.
With state-of-the-art audio visual, a beautifully light and natural interior and the benefit of genuinely flush decks, she truly excels on all levels.
Powered by a Perkins Sabre engine, she has a cruising speed of 10 knots and can reach a top speed of 12 knots. While sailing she is capable of reaching speeds
over 20 knots in the right conditions.
Nefertiti has huge performance capability in the stronger winds, as well as proven ability in the lightest airs.
She also took 1st place in 2013 Swan Caribbean Challenge Trophy at the RORC Caribbean 600 out of eight Swans competing in a fleet of 53, finishing 5th in
IRC overall on corrected time.
Nefertiti is a genuine and rare opportunity for a new owner looking for an optimised SWAN 90 that can achieve what many can only dream of.
Rolex Maxi Cup Porto Cervo 2019 1st place Maxi.
ACCOMODATIONS
Forward Cabin (Owner’s Cabin)
There is a queen size double berth on centerline. Two hanging lockers are located outboard. There is a small sofa on starboard side.
TV Samsung Smart TV 32” on aft bulkhead- Audio Bose Soundtouch SA-5. Apple TV
The hanging locker is fitted with rail for dress hanging and a light that automatically switches on when the door is opened.
Forward amidships cabins (Guest cabins)
The forward amidships cabins on the starboard and port side are guest staterooms with toilets forward of the cab. The starboard cabin has a queen size double
berth outboard with a hanging locker at the forward end. There are upper lockers outboard and a bedside table inboard of the berth.
The port side cabin has two single berths with a hanging locker at forward end of the outboard berth. There are upper lockers above and a bedside table between the berths.
The hanging locker is fitted with a rail for dress hanging and a light that automatically switches on when door is opened.
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TV Samsung 22” and Audio Bose Soundtouch
SA-5. Apple TV
Aft cabins (Crew cabins)
There are upper and lower berths and hanging lockers with drawers on lower part. Similar
cabins on port and starboard side.
Saloon
Dining for seven persons is provided on port
side with a U-shaped sofa outboard port and
a large rectangular dining table with two chairs.
There is a coffee table on starboard side in front
of the sofa. There are four lockers, one in each
corner of the saloon with bookshelves between
the lockers on port side.
A TV Samsung 49” Smart TV QLED 4K and Audio Bose Lifestyle 550.
There is a U-shaped sofa on port side and a
three-seat sofa on starboard side. Stowage under sofa is placed where practical.
Ice Maker Ratitan and Fridge Isotherm on starboard side.
The saloon dining table size is approx. 800 x
1850 with drawers under table top for cutlery.
The coffee table size is approx. 380 x 1080.
Galley
The galley is located on port side of the yacht
with access to saloon, crew quarters and the
engine room.
Two sinks and dishwasher are located in counter inboard. Cooker and microwave oven are
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located outboard. Freezer and fridge are located forward-facing aft.
Wine cooler Cavanova for 12 bottles (2019).
The lockers are in teak. Work top, sliding doors
and backsplash are in Corian. The fiddles are
made in teak. There are integral sinks with a
kitchen faucet and separate shower at sink.
The kitchen faucet is a Blanco.
Master-S Duo
A chest of drawers and stowage for pots and
pans can be found in the lower lockers. There
is stowage for crockery and glasses in the upper lockers.
Navigation area
The navigation area is located aft of the engine room on CL. A chart table is facing aft.
The main electrical switchboard is on port side.
There is an oilskin locker, locker for washer and
dryer (LG True Steam 8/ 5Kg) and a second
companion way in the aft part of the area.
INSTRUMENT PANELS
The instrument panels are facing aft. The panels are divided and can be removed easily for
service or installations.
ENGINE ROOM
The engine room is located on CL aft of the
saloon. The structure is built in Aluminum profiles. There is entrance from galley.

Engine room surfaces, and technical equipment
are painted in white RAL9010 where practical.
The hull above propeller area is sound insulated
with damping paste and metal sheets.
Partitions between cabins, toilets, corridors,
etc. are built to meet a 20 dB (A) reduction of
airborne sound.
All floorboards are laid on vibration damping
materials.
The engine room is insulated towards cabins
and saloon with various layers of rock wool with
noise barrier sheets in between.
The engine room doors are of similar construction as the surrounding partitions. They close
onto rubber faced landings for maximum noise
reduction.
The engine room internally is sound insulated
as is the propeller area.
Drip tray under engine is connected to an electric waste oil drain pump via a valve chest, with
the possibility to drain the oil also from the main
engine and the generator.
When the equipment is installed, accessibility is
considered to allow the service of all equipment
when necessary.
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT
Engine
The marine diesel engine is a Perkins Sabre
225Ti 165 kW/225 hp @ 2500 rpm with direct
mounted reduction gear. Engine and reduction
gear are supported on flexible mounts.
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The marine gearbox is a ZF 80A 8°down angle,
reduction 2, 5:1.
Propulsion system
The propeller shaft is made of corrosive resistant steel with a diameter of o 50,8 mm. The
shaft is supported by water-lubricated rubber
bearings at P-bracket and stern tube.
Propeller
The propeller is afolding 4-blade Brunton Varifold - 760x526 (30”x21”) Fuel system
The feed lines to the engine and diesel generator are equipped with Racor 10 fuel filter/ water separators with water alarm. Dual version
mounted for main engine so as to permit uninterrupted running of the engine while changing
filter elements. Single version for diesel generator, vacuum gauges with water alarm mounted.
All flexible hoses are according to IS07840.
Tanks
Fuel capacity 2000 I, in stainless steel tanks,
with on starboard side. Tanks are equipped with
hatches of adequate size to permit inspection
and cleaning. All tanks are pressure tested to
0.45 bar. Shut off valves are provided for each
tank.
EXHAUST SYSTEM
The Halyard wet exhaust system has fiberglass
silencers and gas/water separators installed for
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both main engine and diesel generator.
Water is discharged below the waterline and
exhaust gases from main engine and diesel
generator exit under the transom.
Silencers are provided with a drain tap.
They are flexibly supported on vibration dampening brackets.
The silencer I separator system is a custom
Halyard design with lift silencers and flat separators.
THRUSTER
There is a Hundested FT1R retractable bow
thruster, thrust power 18.4kW and thrust force
2,3kN.
The thruster is powered by the hydraulic PTO
pump on the diesel generator.
Generator
There is one 32 kW M944T Northern Light
generator producing single phase 230 V 50
Hz AC. The unit is mounted on elastic seating.
The generator is mounted inside proprietary
sound shield. Maximum permissible heel angle
is 23°left and right. Intermittent 35°Up to two
minutes.
There are two Mastervolt, Mass 24 V 100 A
chargers with 3-step charge characteristics, for
the service battery. There is a temp sensing at
the battery.
There is one Mastervolt, Mass 24 V 100 A
charger with 3-step charge characteristics, for

hydraulic battery. There is a temp sensing at
the battery.
The starting batteries can be charged by one
Mastervolt Mass 12 V 10 A charger with 3-step
charge characteristics via isolator diode. There
is a temp sensing at main engine starter battery.
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
There are two Suunto 5” magnetic steering
compasses at helm adjustable for global balancing.
Digital compass Presition 9
B&G Presition 9 stabilized compass is used as
the main heading source for the navigation instruments, autopilot and other instruments requiring accurate heading information.
B&G Giro compass KVH
Barometer and barograph
Barometric pressure is displayed in the B&G
H5000 system.
Sailing instruments
There is a comprehensive B&G H5000 package
consisting of central processor unit, masthead
unit, speed/temperature sensor, depth sensor
and barometric sensor.
Main units
There is a B&G H5000 Main processor, a B&G
Meter expansion processor and a Halcyon gyro
processor.
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Digital displays
Navstation: 2 B&G ZM19 touch Monitor 19” / 1
B&G Display H5000 Graphical Cockpit: 2 B&G Zeus 2 7” / B&G Zeus 2 12” /
2 B&G H5000 Race Display / 4 B&G analogue
Display
Mast: 4 B&G display 40/40
Captain Cabin: 1 B&G display
One B&G Graphical Function Display (mono-chrome GFD) and one NMEA Full Function
Display (FFD) located at navstation and additional GFD’s one per helm, one in the Owner’s
cabin and one in captain’s cabin. Four 40/40
repeaters mounted on the mast. GFDs also
display hydraulic pressures for backstay, vang,
outhaul, jib halyard, Cunningham, inner forestay
as well as forestay length adjuster position.
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housing in bronze, integrates sea temperature
sensor.
There is a wind sensor at mast head, type vertical masthead unit L=1450mm.
A barometric pressure sensor is also provided.
GPS
•
Furuno GP-320 DGPS used as the
main navigator for:
•
PC cartography software MaxSea 		
NavNet Commander V12
•
B&G autopilot system H5000
A Furuno GP-37 GPS navigator with WAAS
software as back-up.
Radar
B&G 4G boad band

Analogue displays
There is one B&G 360°and one 45°magnified
wind direction repeaters at each side of cockpit.

Chart systems
PC cartography software MaxSea NavNet
Commander V12, on the computer. And Navionics charts

Sensors
The through hull sensors are of shut off valve
type, housing in bronze. One long reach depth
sensor located front of keel, the aft depth is an
NMEA type depth sensor not penetrating the
hull skin and is installed close to the rudder. The
B&G system can display the depths as FWD
DEPTH and AFT DEPTH. One long-reach paddle wheel speed sensor, located front of keel,

Weather and Navtex systems
There is a dual frequency Navtex receiver, Furuno NX300.
Other
Furuno FA-150 class A type AIS system. The
target information is sent to the Furuno NavNet
system and to the MaxSea NavNet software.

ENTERTAINMENT EQUIPMENT
AUDIO SYSTEM
Saloon:
There is a Bose Lifestyle 550 home entertainment system.
TV Samsung 49” QLED 4K and Apple TV 4K
Video system NAS
Cockpit:
Two Bose speakers and two Poly-Planar MA6500 (Platinum series) are installed in cockpit.
Bose Soundtouch SA-5.
AUTO PILOT SYSTEM
Main unit:
There is a B&G H5000 ACP2 autopilot system
with one Graphical Pilot Display (mono-chrome
GPD) control unit at each steering wheel.
P
ower pack:
There is an individual 24V Marsili/ Bosch Rexroth power pack.
Hydraulic cylinders:
The autopilot is driving the steering quadrant
via twin Rexroth low friction cylinders. There is a
hydraulic back-up for emergency use, supplied
from the main hydraulic system.
COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
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VHF Radio
Primary and Secondary VHF B&G V90 and two
handsents H90/H50.
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Sail areas:

Satellite communication
There is a SATCOM Fleet Broad Band 250.
SAT-C 6150
Other
Pepwave internet WIFI/ 4G
Antenna TV.
SAFETY EQUIPMENT

Tank capacity:

FIREFIGHTING SYSTEM
There is a total flooding Clean Agent FM200 fire
extinguishing system for engine room space
with manual remote control.
Two fire hydrants with hose reel, one forward
and one aft.
Rig and sail dimensions:
Battery & power sources:
Service battery
24 V 800Ah Master Volt –
			
Lithium- 5500 Ultra 24V
			(2020)
Hydraulic battery
24 V 300 Ah
Starting batteries
Optima 24V 50Ah
Diesel generator
230 V 32 kW 1 phase
Shore power		
230 V 63 A 1 phase
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Price may be changed without notice | Boat is offered subject to still being available |
The particulars are believed to be correct but not guaranteed

Nautor’s Swan Brokerage
Unit 6, Buliding D, Swanwick Marina
Swanwick| SO31 1ZL| United Kingdom
+ 44 (0) 1489 854850 | Ross.collingwood@nautorswan.com

